Introduction
============

Distal airspaces are often evaluated by pulmonary function testing (PFT), including diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (D~L,CO~), or computed tomography (CT). In clinical praxis, however, there are no precise methods to quantify morphological changes in peripheral lungs, which makes diagnosing disease in these areas challenging. Various experimental methods used in research settings have been proposed to evaluate this region, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and deposition studies of inhaled micron-sized particles.

A non-invasive method to estimate distal airspace radius by a series of single breath-hold nanoparticle inhalations has recently been described.[@b1-ijn-13-2989],[@b2-ijn-13-2989] This method, termed Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles (AiDA), is based on nanoparticle deposition behavior in distal airspaces. Nanoparticles deposit almost exclusively by diffusion; in a given time, the likelihood of deposition depends on the diffusion distance.[@b3-ijn-13-2989] Deposition can be given as particle recovery, ie, the ratio of the particle number concentration in the exhaled air to the particle number concentration in inhaled air. Hence, individuals with increased diffusion distances are expected to show increased recovery. In a proof-of-concept study, COPD-patients showed significantly higher nanoparticle recovery compared to healthy never-smokers.[@b22-ijn-13-2989]

This is the first study to estimate distal airspace radius using a nanoparticle recovery method. Similar attempts have been previously conducted with larger, micron-sized particles.[@b4-ijn-13-2989],[@b5-ijn-13-2989] The nanoparticle-based model, however, is not exactly comparable to micron-size models. While the main deposition mechanism for nanoparticles is diffusion, larger particles deposit mainly by gravitational settling and inertial impaction. Hence, in nanoparticle studies, fewer particles are lost in conductive airways. Also, there is reason to assume that nanoparticles penetrate into more peripheral airways than micron-sized particles, especially in diseased lungs. Nanoparticle versus micron-size particle recovery methods are extensively discussed by Löndahl.[@b1-ijn-13-2989] A crucial difference between the two methods is that in AiDA, a simpler measurement procedure can be used, allowing for measurements without a set breathing flow rate. The deposition of nanoparticles is essentially independent of flow during inhalation.[@b2-ijn-13-2989] The use of micron-size particles, on the other hand, requires inspiratory flow to be low (\<1 L/s) and constant -- conditions that are difficult to achieve, especially in patients with lung disease.

The AiDA measurements give rise to a low exposure to nanoparticles. The subjects in the current study were exposed to \<0.05% of daily mass and \<0.60% of daily particle number exposure in a comparatively clean urban setting.[@b6-ijn-13-2989]

The AiDA method allows recovery to be further analyzed to estimate airspace radius in millimeters, by using half-life of exponential decay. Also, as described by Löndahl,[@b1-ijn-13-2989] the y-intercept of the logarithm of the recovery may carry biological information. The radius estimate, as well as the intercept, still remains to be investigated empirically.

The aim of this study was to investigate if the airspace radius, as measured by AiDA, correlates with pulmonary density as measured by MRI in healthy volunteers. A secondary aim is to explore the possible physiological significance of the intercept of the exponential particle decay curve.

Methods
=======

Subjects
--------

The study group consisted of 25 prospectively recruited healthy, never-smoking volunteers 21--64 years of age. They were allowed an accumulated tobacco consumption of less than one pack-year.

The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund, Sweden (2014/327), and it was performed in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki, including obtaining informed written consent from all subjects.

Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles (AiDA)
-------------------------------------------------------

Nanoparticle recovery measurements were conducted according to the AiDA method. The apparatus as well as the theoretical background is described in detail elsewhere.[@b1-ijn-13-2989],[@b2-ijn-13-2989] The measurements were performed in a sitting position, using a protocol and breathing manoeuver similar to measuring D~L,CO~.[@b7-ijn-13-2989] The subjects inhaled nanoparticles through a mouthpiece to total lung capacity, held their breath for a given amount of time, and exhaled to residual volume. The particle concentrations in the inhaled and exhaled gas were measured to determine particle recovery as the ratio between the exhaled and inhaled concentrations. The exhaled aerosol analysis was conducted from a sample obtained from a lung depth of 1,100--1,300 mL. The subjects performed two repeated measurements at three different breath-hold times; 5, 7 and 10 seconds. The breath-hold time figures refer to the time the valves in the breathing circuit remained closed. Some diffusion occurs also during inhalation and exhalation. We therefore calculated an effective breath-hold time analogous to the practice for measurement of D~L,CO~.[@b7-ijn-13-2989]

The apparatus generated a monodisperse aerosol containing 50 nm polystyrene latex nanospheres by an elec-trospray aerosol generator (TSI model 3480; TSI Inc, Shoreview, MN, USA). Background particles smaller than 50 nm were removed by a differential mobility analyzer (DMA Model 3071; TSI Inc). The method accounts for particle losses within the instrument, humidity, and particle charge.

Nanoparticle recovery was used to calculate the airspace radius as described by Löndahl.[@b1-ijn-13-2989] Briefly, an exponential decay curve is fitted to the recovery values obtained by a series of breath holds of varying duration ([Figure 1](#f1-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="fig"}). The airspace radius is calculated from the half-life of this decay, according to: $$r = 2.89\sqrt{D}t_{1/2}$$where *D* is the diffusion coefficient given by the Stokes-Einstein equation, based on temperature, viscosity, and particle size.

Extrapolating the exponential decay curve to the y-intercept yields a theoretical recovery value for a breath-hold time zero ([Figure 1](#f1-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="fig"}).[@b1-ijn-13-2989] To further explore the possible biological information carried by the intercept, correlation analysis to assess relationship between the available anthropometric variables and lung function tests was carried out.

The protocol resulted in a particle number exposure of 10^4^ particles/cm^3^ and a deposited particle mass of about 0.02 μg in the lungs.

MRI
---

AiDA should be compared to existing methods to determine distal airspace abnormalities. Enlarged alveoli and reduced perfusion result in a concurrent decrease in proton density, which can be measured in a quantitative manner by MRI.[@b8-ijn-13-2989]--[@b10-ijn-13-2989]

All MRI measurements were made on a 1.5 Tesla Siemens Magnetom AvantoFit (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), with an 18 channel body coil and a 32 channel spine matrix. Coronal proton density (PD) maps were measured with the Snapshot FLASH pulse sequence to correct for T1.[@b11-ijn-13-2989] The imaging matrix was 128 × 64 zero filled to 256 × 256; field of view 450 mm square; slice thickness 1.5 cm; echo time = 0.67 ms; repetition time = 3.0 ms; and flip angle = 7°. All measurements were preceded by instructions for breath-hold after a tidal inspiration and subjects were given at least 10 seconds of free breathing to restore magnetization equilibrium between measurements. Data processing was made in MatLab R2014b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The lungs were segmented in three dimension (3D) using the magnitude images, followed by manual removal of major vessels. Segmentations were considered successful when each slice clearly included the signal magnitude gradient representing the border of the lung.

For each subject, a clinical radiologist (HLA) selected three slices ventral to the airway bifurcation and manually placed a region of interest (ROI) representing the left ventricular blood in each image. For each image, the lung PD was normalized to the mean signal intensity of the ventricular ROI.[@b10-ijn-13-2989] Since MRI measurements were made at tidal inspiration -- which is a poorly defined lung volume -- the volume of the lung at the MRI acquisition, V~MRI~, is calculated (as the size of the total segmented lung). Assuming the lungs simply inflate without changing tissue or blood content, density values at total lung capacity (TLC) can be calculated by multiplying density values with V~MRI~/TLC. This TLC-corrected PD was called PD(TLC). Furthermore, all voxels with a density value higher than 60% of the ventricular blood were considered blood vessels and hence, discarded from the analysis.

We used three imaging variables to quantify lung density. These variables were originally developed for computed tomography,[@b12-ijn-13-2989],[@b13-ijn-13-2989] and later adopted to MRI:[@b10-ijn-13-2989] Mean lung density (MLD) represents the mean PD(TLC) of the entire segmented lung volume in three central slices.The 15th percentile proton density (PD~15~) was calculated from the PD(TLC) histogram of all voxels in the selected lung slices.The relative area under 7.5% PD (RA~7.5~), also known as the density mask,[@b14-ijn-13-2989] is the fraction of lung voxels in the selected slices, that have a PD(TLC) less than 7.5% of the ventricular blood signal intensity.

PFT
---

The subjects underwent conventional lung function testing performed according to the European Respiratory Society/American Thoracic Society guidelines,[@b15-ijn-13-2989] using a Jaeger MasterScreen PFT (IntraMedic, Sollentuna, Sweden). The measurements were performed without bronchodilation. Total lung capacity (TLC), residual volume (RV), forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV~1~), and D~L,CO~ values were obtained. Lung function variables are presented as percentage of predicted values.

Statistics
----------

Statistical evaluation was done in MatLab R2014b (Math-Works) and IBM SPSS Statistics 22 (2013). Data are, unless otherwise specified, reported as mean, standard deviation, and range. The Chi-square test was used for sex differences. For the investigated variables and the subjects with complete and acceptable measurements, Spearman's rank of variables test (*ρ*) is presented with *p*-values to assess correlation. The requested level of significance was *p* less than 0.05 for all statistical tests.

The 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for the AiDA- parameters are calculated from the estimated standard error and the two-sided t-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom.

Results
=======

Two conditions had to be fulfilled in order for the AiDA-measurement to be considered valid; the inhaled volume had to exceed 2/3 of vital capacity (VC), and the measured values had to correlate with a theoretical model with a coefficient of determination larger than 0.95. All subjects fulfilled the first condition, while two displayed intra-individual correlation less than 0.95, and were subsequently excluded. Furthermore, one subject displayed large intra-individual variation at the 5 second inhalation, and another had to abort the measurement due to air leakage at the instrument mouthpiece; these subjects were also excluded. This resulted in 19 persons being eligible for analysis. Two individuals did not perform pulmonary function tests or AiDA due to logistical reasons.

General demographics, MRI and AiDA values for the study group are presented in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="table"}. The sample consisted of 10 females and 9 males.

The only variable displaying a significant sex difference (*p*\<0.05) was height. Linear regressions of AiDA versus MLD, PD~15~ and RA~7.5~, are presented in [Figure 2A--C](#f2-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="fig"}.

All MRI-derived proton density variables show a significant correlation with the AiDA radius ([Table 2](#t2-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="table"}). Overall, a high PD~15~ and MLD are associated with a low radius; conversely, a high RA~7.5~ is associated with a large radius.

The findings suggest there may be a correlation between AiDA radius and age, although this was not established at the required level of significance (*p* = 0.052). No correlation between AiDA radius could be seen with the variables height, weight, or BMI (*p*\>0.15). Similarly, no significant correlations were found between AiDA radius and pulmonary function parameters FEV~1~, D~L,CO~, TLC, RV, or VC, each measured as percentage of predicted (*p*\>0.37).

The intercept correlates significantly with FEV~1~, measured as percent of predicted ([Figure 3](#f3-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="fig"}). No significant correlations were established between the intercept and the pulmonary function parameters D~L,CO~, TLC, RV, or VC, given as percentage of predicted (*p*\>0.3).

The correlation between the intercept and age was found to be significant ([Table 2](#t2-ijn-13-2989){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, no significant correlations were found between the intercept and the other available anthropometric variables height, weight, or BMI (*p*\>0.4). Finally, no correlation between the airspace radius and the intercept was found (*p* = 0.46).

Discussion
==========

In this study, the airspace radius measured with AiDA correlates with tissue density measured with MRI; decreasing tissue density corresponds to increasing distal airspace size. Moreover, the intercept, which may reflect time-independent particle losses in the airways, was shown to correlate with FEV~1~ and age.

We chose healthy, never smoking volunteers for this exploratory study, as we believe long-standing effects of smoking and pulmonary disease may affect the particle deposition behavior. It is, however, difficult to recruit completely tobacco-naïve individuals; hence they were permitted a limited previous exposure to cigarettes (less than one pack-year). Lung tissue density varies in the population, with age, sex, and height. Lung tissue decreases and becomes less elastic with age,[@b16-ijn-13-2989],[@b17-ijn-13-2989] and women have denser lungs than men.[@b18-ijn-13-2989] Also, persons with larger lungs have lower lung density than persons with smaller lungs.[@b19-ijn-13-2989] Zeman found that distal airspace dimension, as estimated with micron-size particles, increased with age.[@b5-ijn-13-2989] Our results suggest the AiDA radius increases with age; the correlation, however, was outside the threshold of statistical significance. The limited sample size and the presence of outliers make it difficult to draw any conclusions regarding correlation to anthropometric measures as well as sex differences. The study is exploratory in nature with few comparable previous studies available. Hence, no prior power analysis was conducted.

When it comes to spirometry, the lack of correlation is less surprising, as the subjects were healthy volunteers. Further studies with larger sample sizes and persons with distal airways abnormalities are needed.

We chose MR densitometry over other available quantitative imaging methods, mainly computed tomography, to avoid exposing the volunteers to ionizing radiation. Several volunteers were young, and we plan to conduct repeated measurements over time. Although we use a sub-millisecond echo time, our PD is not completely independent of T2\* (signal loss due to magnetic field gradients). This will give us approximately 35% lower PD values compared to a spin-echo method, as well as contribute with approximately 5% additional intra-subject variability considering a 1,300--1,500 μs spread in T2\*.[@b20-ijn-13-2989] As we have only examined healthy volunteers, where very low lung density values are not expected, these T2\* issues are acceptable. However, in a patient population suffering from pulmonary tissue degradation, a spin-echo or ultra-short echo time sequence is preferred. We chose to normalize the proton density to the left ventricle and not to skeletal muscle, as has been done previously,[@b10-ijn-13-2989] for two reasons. First, the heart is more central than most visible muscle and the coil sensitivity profile will be more similar to the lung. Second, postural muscles have been shown to vary in CT-attenuation with age and sex,[@b21-ijn-13-2989] which may be true for MRI PD as well, whereas the proton density of left ventricular blood can be considered more equal between subjects of varying age and sex.

Considering RA~7.5~, it must be noted that the true cut-off (here set to 7.5%) should be determined as the detection limit of emphysema. Since there are no emphysema patients in this study, the value 7.5% is calculated only from the expected lung signal intensity at TLC, including a T2\*-dependent signal loss compared to Zhang et al.[@b10-ijn-13-2989]

The intercept was shown to correlate with FEV~1~ and age. This value reflects particle losses during the breathing manoeuver, possibly implicating particle losses in the airways during convective transport.[@b1-ijn-13-2989] Currently, the biological implications of the findings are uncertain; there are no other previous studies regarding the intercept. The losses can be expected to occur in the bronchi, bronchioles, and the gas-exchange region; our findings of FEV~1~ correlating to the intercept seem to support this notion. Further studies are required.

The nanoparticles are presently not visualized; a study with radiolabelled nanoparticles to show where exactly the particles deposit is needed.

In this study, a high correlation with the theoretical model was achieved, with r^2^ larger than 0.95 in all but two subjects, implying satisfying measurement precision.

Conclusion
==========

This is the first study of AiDA in a healthy cohort showing that the estimated radius correlates with tissue density. This suggests the method could be further developed into a tool to diagnose conditions that involve changes in tissue density, such as emphysema. Moreover, the intercept from the AiDA analysis correlated with FEV~1~, suggesting that the method may give information regarding the bronchial component of COPD as well.
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![Example data and fit from volunteer AiDA measurement of exhaled nanoparticle concentration (recovery) as a function of diffusion/breath hold-time. Six consecutive inhalations are used to calculate the exponential nanoparticle deposition. Only subjects where *R*^2^\>0.95 are included, indicating a very good fit between measurements and model.\
**Abbreviation:** AiDA, Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles.](ijn-13-2989Fig1){#f1-ijn-13-2989}

![Linear regressions of AiDA radius (with 95% CI) as a function of quantitative MRI density measures: (**A**) mean lung density, (**B**) relative area under 7.5%, (**C**) 15th percentile proton density.\
**Abbreviations:** AiDA, Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles; MLD, mean lung density; PD~15~, 15th percentile proton density; RA~7.5~, relative area under 7.5% PD.](ijn-13-2989Fig2){#f2-ijn-13-2989}

![Linear regression of AiDA intercept, with 95% confidence intervals, as a function of FEV~1~ (% of predicted).\
**Abbreviations:** AiDA, Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles; FEV~1~, forced expiratory volume in one second.](ijn-13-2989Fig3){#f3-ijn-13-2989}

###### 

Demographics, AiDA, MRI and PFTs

                        Mean    SD      Min     Max
  --------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Age (years)           42.0    15.4    21      64
  Height (cm)           175     10      155     188
  Weight (kg)           75.5    10.9    54      104
  BMI (kg/m^2^)         24.7    2.6     20.5    29.4
  TLC (%predicted)      109     9       94      133
  RV (%predicted)       101     14      74      133
  FEV~1~ (%predicted)   109     15      85      141
  VC (%predicted)       118     12      98      148
  AiDA -- radius (mm)   0.272   0.031   0.237   0.347
  Intercept             0.482   0.147   0.173   0.711
  MLD (% blood)         9.78    1.74    7.48    13.1
  PD~15~ (% blood)      7.17    1.42    5.18    9.90
  RA~7.5~ (% voxels)    27.48   21.6    0.28    62.4

**Abbreviations:** AiDA, Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PFTs, pulmonary function tests; BMI, body mass index; TLC, total lung capacity; RV, residual volume; FEV~1~, forced expiratory volume in one second; VC, vital capacity; MLD, mean lung density; PD~15~, 15th percentile proton density; RA~7.5~, relative area under 7.5% PD.

###### 

Correlation of AiDA versus MRI densitometric variables as well as intercept versus age and FEV~1~

                       Spearman's *ρ*   *p*-value
  -------------------- ---------------- -----------
  Airspace radius vs                    
   PD~15~              −0.584           0.0086
   RA~7.5~             0.603            0.0062
   MLD                 −0.626           0.0041
   Age                 0.452            0.0522
  Intercept vs                          
   FEV~1~              0.549            0.0149
   Age                 0.614            0.0051

**Abbreviations:** AiDA, Airspace Dimension Assessment with nanoparticles; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; FEV~1~, forced expiratory volume in one second; PD~15~, 15th percentile proton density; RA~7.5~, relative area under 7.5% PD; MLD, mean lung density.
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